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ABSTRACT

Discriminative part-based models have become the approach for visual object detection. The models
learn from a large number of positive and negative examples with annotated class labels and location
(bounding box). In contrast, we propose a part-based generative model that learns from a small number
of positive examples. This is achieved by utilizing “privileged information”, sparse class-specific
landmarks with semantic meaning. Our method uses bio-inspired complex-valued Gabor features to
describe local parts. Gabor features are transformed to part probabilities by unsupervised Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM). GMM estimation is robustified for a small amount of data by a randomization
procedure inspired by random forests. The GMM framework is also used to construct a probabilistic
spatial model of part configurations. Our detector is invariant to translation, rotation and scaling. On
part level invariance is achieved by pose quantization which is more efficient than previously proposed
feature transformations. In the spatial model, invariance is achieved by mapping parts to an “aligned
object space”. Using a small number of positive examples our generative method performs comparably
to the state-of-the-art discriminative method.

c© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Discriminative part-based models have become the approach
for visual object detection and achieve state-of-the-art for var-
ious datasets, e.g., Caltech-101 (Fei-Fei et al., 2006), Caltech-
256 (Griffin et al., 2007) and Pascal VOC (Everingham et al.,
2010). Part-based models have two detection stages: detection
of object parts and verifying detected parts’ spatial configura-
tion (constellation). The first methods with explicit spatial mod-
els were generative (Weber et al., 2000; Fei-Fei et al., 2007),
but recent methods are based on discriminative learning from a
large number of positive and negative examples with manually
annotated class labels and location, e.g., the deformable part-
based model (DPM) by Felzenszwalb et al. (2008, 2010).

The recent “big visual data” datasets, such as the ImageNet
ILSVRC (Deng et al., 2009; Russakovsky et al., 2013), provide
sufficient number of data for training deep architectures with
millions of parameters to be optimized (Krizhevsky et al., 2012;
Simonyan et al., 2013) and which are superior to the previ-
ous part-based models. However, with limited data and in spe-
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Fig. 1: Workflow of our generative learning and detection.

cific applications part-based models and hybrids of deep archi-
tectures and part-based models perform extremely well (Wang
et al., 2013b,a; Li et al., 2014). Despite dominance of discrim-
inative learning in visual classification, generative models have
desirable properties such as prior probabilities, learning from
unlabelled data and visual synthesis, and therefore provide an
alternative approach to be investigated.

In this work, we propose a part-based generative model (Fig-
ure 1) that learns from a small number of positive examples.
This is achieved by utilizing “privileged information”, sparse
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class-specific landmarks with semantic meaning. Our method
uses bio-inspired complex-valued Gabor features to describe lo-
cal parts. Gabor features are transformed to part probabilities
by unsupervised Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) probability
densities. GMM estimation is robustified for a small amount
of examples by novel randomized training inspired by random
forests. GMMs are also used to represent spatial probabilities
of the part configurations. Our detector is invariant to transla-
tion, rotation and scaling. On the part level, this is achieved by
pose quantization which is more efficient than the previously
proposed feature transformations (Kamarainen et al., 2006). In
the spatial level, invariance is achieved by mapping parts to an
“aligned object space”. Using a small number of positive exam-
ples our generative method performs comparably to the state-
of-the-art discriminative method.

2. Related work

Part-based models – The visual Bag-of-Words (BoW) (Sivic
and Zisserman, 2003; Csurka et al., 2004) methods are omitted
here since their spatial models are not explicit (see the recent
survey by Huang et al. (2014)). The first part-based methods
with constellation models were generative (Weber et al., 2000;
Fei-Fei et al., 2007; Felzenszwalb and Huttenlockher, 2005),
but since then the field has been dominated by discriminative
learning and, in particular, the deformable part-based model
(DPM) by Felzenszwalb et al. (2008, 2010). Recently, Xie
et al. (2014) introduced a generative FRAME model which also
uses Gabor features, but the model is computationally inten-
sive, window-based and embeds geometry variation to appear-
ance. Bourdev and Malik (2009) proposed a generative poselet
model for part-based human pose detection, but its generality
to other classes is unclear. Our method differs rather strongly
from the above by the facts that it is generative, is generic, and
has explicit models for the parts and constellation.

In particular, we extend our previous works of Gabor fea-
ture extraction (Kyrki et al., 2004) and Gaussian mixture model
probabilistic part descriptor (Paalanen et al., 2006). Our quan-
tized object pose space (Section 5.1) avoids the computationally
expensive matrix shifts in (Kyrki et al., 2004) and the proposed
randomized Gaussian mixture model (Section 4.3) can exploit a
large Gabor filter bank and still learn a model from a few exam-
ples instead of hundreds required in (Paalanen et al., 2006). Pre-
liminary results have been published in two conference papers,
part detector in (Riabchenko et al., 2014b) and spatial model
in (Riabchenko et al., 2014a), while this work refines the the-
ory to form a single probabilistic framework, simplifies compu-
tation and improves performance by the quantized pose space,
reports results from extensive experiments along with the full
source code available in a public repository1.
Contributions – We make the following contributions:
• A probabilistic (generative) local part descriptor using

complex-valued multi-resolution Gabor features

1
https://bitbucket.org/EkaterinaRiabchenko/gabor_object_detector_code/

– In contrast to a small size Gabor bank used in the
literature, we use a large bank and propose a method
to identify a part-specific subset of the filters.

– We avoid using heuristic prior distributions to learn
from a small number of training examples by a novel
random forest inspired generative learning proce-
dure: randomized Gaussian mixture model.

– We propose a likelihood-driven part detection proce-
dure with efficient non-maximum suppression.

• A probabilistic part spatial constellation model in “aligned
object space”

– The model combines the probability terms of parts
and their constellation.

– The aligned space is formed by quantizing object ap-
pearances over rotation and scales.

• In extensive experiments on Caltech and ImageNet images
our method performs favorably to the popular DPM.

3. Local Gabor descriptor

Gabor features have been successful in many vision appli-
cations such as iris and face recognition (Daugman, 1993;
Shen and Bai, 2006). They are considered as texture descrip-
tors (Bovik et al., 1990; Manjunath and Ma, 1996; Han and Ma,
2007), but local part description was one of the first applications
(Lades et al., 1993; Wiskott et al., 1997). We adopt the multi-
resolution Gabor feature - “simple Gabor feature space” - by
Kyrki et al. (2004); Kamarainen et al. (2006):

ψ(x, y) =
f 2

πγη
e
−( f 2

γ2 x′2+
f 2

η2 y′2)
e j2π f x′

x′ = x cos θ + y sin θ

y′ = −x sin θ + y cos θ .

(1)

f is the discrete tuning frequency, θ the rotation angle, γ the
sharpness (bandwidth) of the major axis, and η of the minor
axis. The spatial domain filter in (1) is a complex plane wave (a
2D Fourier basis function) multiplied by a Gaussian, and in the
frequency domain it is a single real-valued Gaussian centered
at f . The multi-resolution form and parametrisation in (1) en-
forces self-similarity: filters are scaled and rotated versions of
each other, “Gabor wavelets”.

Multi-resolution Gabor features are constructed from re-
sponses of filters tuned to the multiple frequencies fm and ori-
entations θn. Scales ( f ) are drawn from the exponential scale

fm = k−m fmax, m = {0, . . . ,M − 1} (2)

where fm is the mth frequency, f0 = fmax is the highest fre-
quency, and k > 1 is the frequency scaling factor. The filter
orientations are uniformly sampled:

θn =
n2π
N
, n = {0, . . . ,N − 1} (3)

where θn is the nth orientation and N is their total number.
The multi-resolution Gabor parameters fmax, k, M, N, γ and η

are redundant and an intuitive parametrisation is to set the filter
cross points to p = 0.5 when the filter envelopes cross at the
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half magnitude providing sufficient “shiftability” (Sampo et al.,
2006). In that case, the adjustable parameters are the highest
frequency fmax, the number of frequencies m and the number of
orientations n. The bandwidths γ and η are automatically set.
Descriptor invariance – The simple Gabor feature space part
descriptor at the location (x0, y0) forms a Gabor response ma-
trix:

G =


r(x0,y0; f0,θ0) r(x0,y0; f0,θ1) ··· r(x0,y0; f0,θn−1)
r(x0,y0; f1,θ0) r(x0,y0; f1,θ1) ··· r(x0,y0; f1,θn−1)

...
...

. . .
...

r(x0,y0; fm−1,θ0) r(x0,y0; fm−1,θ1) ··· r(x0,y0; fm−1,θn−1)

 (4)

where rows denote different frequencies and columns orienta-
tions. The first row is the highest frequency f0 = fmax and the
first column θ0 = 0◦.

Column and row shifts of the response matrix provide invari-
ance to geometric transformations, scaling and rotation (Kama-
rainen et al., 2006). For example, anti-clockwise rotation of an
image by π

N corresponds to a single shift operation:
r(x0,y0; f0,θn−1)∗ r(x0,y0; f0,θ0) ⇒ r(x0,y0; f0,θn−2)
r(x0,y0; f1,θn−1)∗ r(x0,y0; f1,θ0) ⇒ r(x0,y0; f1,θn−2)

...
...

. . .
...

r(x0,y0; fm−1,θn−1)∗ r(x0,y0; fm−1,θ0) ⇒ r(x0,y0; fm−1,θn−2)

 . (5)

A similar shift operation exists for scaling, but in Section 5.1 we
show that object poses are heavily “quantized” in the datasets
and we propose invariant matching without the shift operations.
Importance of complex phase – Unlike the most other works
which use only the magnitude information, our Gabor feature
descriptor is complex-valued which is justified by the three
important findings: 1) the phase information plays a domi-
nant role for visual representation (Figure 2) (Oppenheim and
Lim, 1981); 2) complex representation provides superior per-
formance (see the experiments section); and 3) complex covari-
ance matrix is more compact in our Gaussian mixture model
probability density (Section 4.2).

Fig. 2: Mixing the phase and magnitude information of two images. From left
to right: two source images, reconstruction using yin yang magnitude and stop
sign phase and using yin yang phase and stop sign magnitude.

4. Learning and detecting object parts

Our generative model builds upon the probabilistic models
of object parts Fi, p(G|Fi), where G is the local Gabor descrip-
tor computed at location (x0, y0). Our workflow has three pro-
cessing stages (Fig. 1). Firstly, training images are transformed
to an aligned object space where pose variation is removed
(Sec. 4.1). Secondly, local Gabor part descriptors are computed
at the part locations in the aligned space. Thirdly, generative
probabilistic models of the parts are learned by unsupervised
Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) (Sec. 4.2). We propose a

randomized version of GMM, Randomized GMM (r-GMM), to
learn part probability densities from a small number (tens) of
examples (Sec. 4.3). The detection uses the same stages, but
with estimated GMM pdfs and applies non-maximum suppres-
sion (Sec. 4.3.1). A preliminary version of the part detection
was presented in (Riabchenko et al., 2014b), but here we show
the complete class detection framework using the aligned object
space and quantized poses (Sec. 5.1).

4.1. Aligned object space

Fig. 3: Top: examples with annotated landmarks; bottom: all training images
mapped to the “aligned object space” (see the text below).

Varying view point creates pose variance and if it is not taken
into consideration, the local part descriptors will capture both
appearance and pose changes which is undesirable. We wish to
capture only appearance and therefore train the part detectors
in an “aligned object space”. This can be achieved by fixing
locations of some parts. M.C.Burl et al. (1998) and Hamouz
et al. (2005) fixed two “anchor” parts, but that leads to two un-
desirable properties: variation of the anchors is transformed to
other parts and the anchor parts become “golden” and must be
always detected. Instead, we adopt the mean shape model by
Cootes et al. (1995) and replace their approximate similarity
(Procrustes algorithm) with the fast linear method of Umeyama
(1991) (see the pseudo algorithm in Algorithm 1 and Figure 3).
To remove outliers the method also stores a set of allowable
transformations

{
Hprior

}
to be used in Alg. 4.

{
Hprior

}
is also

used to calculate scale and orientation distributions of objects
in a training set, which provide pose quantization (Sec. 5.1).

Algorithm 1 Aligned mean object space.
1: Select a seed example and use its parts’ as the initial object space.
2: for all images do
3: Estimate the mapping H to the object space using the image

parts (Umeyama, 1991)). //Store as Hprior for Alg. 4.
4: Transform object’s parts to the aligned space.
5: Refine by computing the average of transformed parts.
6: end for
7: Return the final aligned space and transformed images.

4.2. Part pdf using unsupervised Gaussian mixture models

The part model produces the part likelihood for a Gabor de-
scriptor vector gD×1 which is constructed from (4) by concate-
nating the rows. The dimension D is the number of frequencies
times the number of orientations: D = M × N. We do not
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use only magnitudes as in the most Gabor works, but the full
complex valued feature vector g ∈ CD. That is justified by the
fact that removing the phase destroys important information for
detection. The complex multivariate Gaussian distribution is

N(x; µ,Σ) = NC(x; µ,Σ) =
1

πD|Σ|
exp

[
−(x − µ)∗Σ−1(x − µ)

]
(6)

where ∗ denotes the adjoint matrix. The GMM extension is

p(x; θ) =

C∑
c=1

αcN(x; µc,Σc) (7)

where αc is the weight of the cth component. The GMM pdf is
defined by the parameters

p(G; θ), θ = {α1, µ1,Σ1, . . . , αC , µC ,ΣC} . (8)

The complex representation also provides more robust estima-
tion as the number of model parameters is reduced to

C(D2 + 2D) + C − 1 (9)

from C(2D2 + 3D) + C − 1 (separate real and imaginary parts).
Since the number of components, C, is unknown we pre-

fer unsupervised GMM methods. From the two popular meth-
ods, FJ by Figueiredo and Jain (2002) and greedy EM (GEM)
by Verbeek et al. (2003), we found the FJ algorithm more accu-
rate and stable. Additional robustness was implemented by en-
forcing estimated covariances to Hermitians on each iteration.
More details about the robust GMM estimation can be found
from (Paalanen et al., 2006).

4.3. Optimal filter selection and randomized GMM

Fig. 4: The mainstream approach is to use all responses of a small filter bank
(left) while in this work we use a large bank and a filter selection procedure.

Most works of Gabor features propose to use a small bank
of Gabor filters, e.g., 4-6 orientations and 3-5 frequencies. This
is not optimal and yields to two problems: redundant features
due to correlation of the overlapping filters and over-fitting in
the case of a limited number of training examples. In this
work, we avoid these problems by using a large filter bank
and selecting a subset of the filters for each part. The opti-
mization procedure is based on feature randomization inspired
by the highly successful random forest meta learning algorithm
(Breiman, 2001). Using the bagging and randomization princi-
ples we extend the original unsupervised FJ GMM to random-
ized FJ-GMM (pseudo code in Alg. 2). All parameters of the
randomized FJ GMM depend on the available computing time.
To perform the full optimization within one hour we set the pa-
rameters to N = 4, K = 9, B = 5 and T = 50. However, the
only parameter which needs to be set is N while all others can
be optimized in the N-fold cross-validation loop.

Algorithm 2 Randomized FJ GMM (r-FJ-GMM).
1: N-fold randomization of the training data.
2: Compute full bank features for all parts.
3: for T iterations do
4: Randomly select K filter responses from all training set images
5: Run F-J GMM estimator using the selected features
6: Evaluate landmark detection accuracy for the validation set
7: Store the filter set and its performance
8: end for
9: Choose the B best sets and use their combination as the GMM pdf

4.3.1. Gabor part detector

Fig. 5: Three car parts (denoted by red, green and blue) are detected from the
input image (top). Middle row shows the random GMM probability maps of
the front tyre. At the bottom are the fused final probability maps of each part.

The landmark detection becomes tricky with multiple (B)
GMMs and we need a procedure to fuse the B likelihoods. The
best result is achieved by a combination of thresholding, multi-
plication and non-maximum suppression (Alg. 3).

Algorithm 3 Single part detection using Gabor & r-FJ-GMM.
Require: B GMMs of K Gabor features.

1: Compute B likelihood maps using the estimated GMMs.
2: Threshold likelihood maps to retain P1% highest vals.
3: Multiply the B thresholded maps.
4: Apply recursive global maximum search with suppression

A single GMM using a subset of Gabor features produces
many false positives, but these are different (random) for B
GMMs while the true positives are shared. The false positives
can be effectively removed by the multiplication - the product
rule in the combination theory (Kittler et al., 1998). To fur-
ther sparsify the final likelihood map, we threshold each map to
retain only P1 = 40% highest likelihoods. This approach auto-
matically adapts to “difficulty” of each part and provides high
likelihoods for the correct locations (Fig. 5).

5. Spatial part constellation model

In Section 4 we introduced the part probabilities p(G, Fi) =

p(g; θi) and here we define the constellation probability over
spatial locations of the parts p(x; θc) (c: class id). We define the
constellation model also in the aligned space to make it invari-
ant to pose changes. The part configuration can be represented
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Fig. 6: Part distributions in the aligned object space. Note that the part proba-
bilities (1-3) are by order of magnitude denser than the bounding box corners
(4-7) which indicates inconsistent annotation.

by spatial Gaussians in the aligned space (Figure 6):

p(x1, x2 . . . xN |θc) = p(x1|µ1,Σ1) · p(x2|µ2,Σ2) · . . . p(xN |µN ,ΣN)
(10)

where N is the number of parts (3-6 depending on the class).

5.1. Quantized pose space

Fig. 7: Examples of “quantized poses” of ImageNet classes. For example,
guitars are mainly quantized in orientation while owls in scale.

One reason why methods that do not take special care of
pose changes still perform well with the existing benchmarks
(Caltech, Pascal VOC, ImageNet) is that many objects are cap-
tured from a “quantized” set of viewpoints (Figure 7). This fact
yields from the laws of physics, scene structures, and the way
people prefer to capture images, e.g., pictures of sofas are usu-
ally frontal as their backs are turned towards walls. On the part
level, invariance can be achieved by the matrix shifts exempli-
fied in Section 3, but this is unnecessary if the pose “quantums”
are known. The state-of-the-art discriminative method (DPM)
by Felzenszwalb et al. (2010) exploits the quantized poses by
clustering image bounding box ratios. However, the bounding
box annotations are inconsistent (Fig. 6) and better results are
achieved by using the part annotations - the “privileged infor-
mation”. We run c-means (c = 3) clustering in the parts’ scale-
orientation space, calculated from

{
Hprior

}
in Alg. 1, and select

the mean images as the aligned object space seeds. All exam-
ples can still be used to train each “quantized model” (Fig. 7) by
transforming images to a specific cluster center “aligned object
space”.

5.2. Maximum-likelihood object detection
The part and constellation probabilities in Section 4 and

5.1 can be used in Bayesian detection, e.g., by Markov chain

Monte-Carlo (MCMC) sampling, but this is computationally
slow. Instead, we run exhaustive search to find multiple high
likelihood candidates: hML = {hypBES T }. The exhaustive search
is doable by limiting the number of best part candidates to 5-10
(Algorithm 4). The only parameter is the omission probability
(Plandmark) that is set to cover 95% quantile in the training set.

Algorithm 4 Gabor object detection
1: Initialize the set of best hypotheses

{
hypBES T

}
to ∅

2: for each combination of 2 different parts do
3: Estimate similarity H from the input image to the object space
4: if H <

{
Hprior

}
then

5: Skip this hypothesis. // Not allowed transformation
6: end if
7: Transform detected parts to the object space using H
8: For each part compute the spatial likelihood (Eq. 10).
9: Select the highest likelihood parts (omit if below Plandmark).

10: Compute the detection probability p (Section 5.3)
11: if p is better than for any in {Hbest} then
12: Estimate H−1 back to the image space
13: Transform the parts (use mean part for the omitted).
14: Add hypothesis to {hypBES T }.
15: end if
16: end for
17: Return the best hypotheses in {hypBES T }

5.3. Maximum-likelihood probability p in Algorithm 4
The Bayesian rule would require a background model –

X not at that location probability – similar to (Fei-Fei et al.,
2006) with an ad hoc model and negative examples. Instead,
we use again the maximum likelihood estimate.

The full likelihood consists of the two elements, appearance
and pose, which , by assuming their independence, can be writ-
ten as (C denotes class number and i its part number);

p(x, g|θc,i, θc) = p(x|θc) × p(g, θc,i) =

p(x1|µ1,Σ1) · . . . · p(xN |µN ,ΣN)︸                                   ︷︷                                   ︸
constellation

p(g|θc,i)︸   ︷︷   ︸
appearance

. (11)

To simplify computation, we assume conditional independence
for appearance, and to tolerate detection failures (occlusion) we
include all combinations of 1, 2, . . . , N-1, N detected parts
which leads to 1st, 2nd, . . . , Nth order probability terms:

p(g1|θc,1) + p(g2|θc,2) + . . . + p(gN |θc,N) + . . .

p(g1|θc,1)p(g2|θc,2) + p(g1|θc,1)p(g3|θc,3)+
. . .

(12)

which requires summation of
∑

k=1...N

(
N
k

)
product terms. Good

iterative implementations perform well up to 10-15 parts af-
ter which approximations (e.g., Stirling’s formula) must be uti-
lized. We used the exact method.

6. Experiments and examples

Data – We randomly selected classes for which somehow in-
tuitive parts can be annotated from the Caltech-101 and Ima-
geNet benchmarks. Object parts were annotated on rich textu-
ral regions like eyes in faces or tires in car side images. Images
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with rarely appearing 3D view points were removed despite the
fact that separate models could be trained for them. All image
classes were randomly divided into approximately equal sized
training and test sets having 28 training and 24 test images in
the smallest Caltech-101 class, dollar bill, while the biggest
tested class - BioID faces, was represented with 507 training
images and 1024 test images.
Performance evaluation – In the part detection experiments
with BioID face images, we utilized the standard intra-ocular
distance, deye, that measures errors of landmarks divided by the
ground truth eye distance. The normalized distance ≤ 0.05 is
considered as excellent, ≤ 0.10 good and > 0.25 as a failure.

The object detection accuracy is calculated according to the
ImageNet protocol: the detection result is correct if the detected
bounding box overlaps with the ratio A ≥ 0.5. The ratio is
calculated as A = (BBgt ∩ BBp)/(BBgt ∪ BBp), where BBgt is
the area of a ground truth bounding box and BBp of a predicted
bounding box. Precision-recall curves are characterised by the
average precision (AP) computed at 11 fixed points of the recall
curve.

6.1. BioID facial landmark detection

Our part detector in Section 4 is a general method, but to
show its performance quantitatively we report results for the
well-known problem of facial landmark detection. The results
are reported for the BioID database according to the BioID eval-
uation protocol. We compare our method to state-of-the-art de-
tectors: LEAR by (Martinez et al., 2013), MK-SVM by (Rapp
et al., 2011) and CLM by (Cristinacce and Cootes, 2008). The
results are shown in Figure 8. It is noteworthy, that our part-
detector without any special processing for facial parts per-
forms favourably as compared to very dedicated facial land-
mark detection methods from the recent literature. Our detec-
tor basically misses some 10% of the most difficult landmarks.
On the other hand, more than half of the landmarks per image
are correctly found in 73% of images for the most strict metric
(≤ 0.05). For the less strict metrics more than 10 landmarks
per image are found practically in 90 − 98% of the images. It
should be noted that all other methods are discriminative, in-
clude special processing and a full facial landmark model while
our method just returns the one best candidate of each landmark
with no spatial regulation.

Fig. 8: BioID landmarks & the detection thresholds and the cumulative errors.

6.2. Object part detection

Similar to the facial landmarks we may annotate object parts
and compute the detection error graphs (Figure 9). These re-
sults verify that detection of 5-10 highest likelihood part can-
didates provides good overall performance (at least 80% of the
landmarks detected within the accuracy of 0.01). The detection
likelihoods are illustrated in Figure 10.

Fig. 9: Cumulative error graphs for the landmark detection of (from the left):
motorbikes, revolvers and grand piano (Caltech).

Fig. 10: Detection likelihoods. Left: examples with landmarks. The two top
rows show likelihoods of a single landmark (#3 & #5) in multiple images and
the bottom row likelihoods of multiple landmarks in the same image.

6.3. Visual class detection

Caltech – In the first experiment we used the Caltech101
classes for which 2D pose changes are minor and therefore
represent “ideal case”. We compare our results to the state-of-
the-art discriminative method, the deformable part-based model
(DPM) by Felzenszwalb et al. (2010). In addition, we construct
“DPM-noneg” for which we use only one negative image to
mimick positive only learning. The results are given in Table 1.
Our method performs comparably to DPM-noneg being clearly
superior for dragonfly and airplanes. For yin yang class gener-
ative method outperform DPM.

In Table 1 we provide results for using magnitude informa-
tion of Gabor features (Our-nophase). The magnitude features
perform well for many classes, but the results are always clearly
inferior to the complex valued Gabor features used in our work.

To investigate our method’s sensitivity to landmark selection,
we tested its performance by replacing the manual landmarks
with automatically selected landmarks. These landmarks are
nine points set on a regular grid inside each bounding box. The
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results in Table 1 (Our-genLM) show that these landmarks per-
form surprisingly well and are significantly worse only for two
classes, cars and airplanes. Unsupervised search of good object
landmarks is an open problem for the future research.

Table 1: Caltech detection results (average precision).

DPM 100,0 100,0 100,0 99,8 100,0 100,0
DPM-noneg 99,6 89,1 99,7 97,4 60,2 87,4
Our 95,2 95,8 94,1 89,0 95,7 92,3
Our-nophase 69,5 92,9 66,5 74,4 94,1 67,6
Our-genLM 56,0 91,7 81,7 80,3 83,3 83,0

DPM 90,1 89,7 100,0 90,7 90,7 100,0
DPM-noneg 87,3 92,7 97,0 98,2 51,3 99,8
Our 81,7 93,1 99,6 97,2 86,7 96,9
Our-nophase 68,6 78,7 96,1 95,6 79,3 86,8
Our-genLM 78,4 100,0 98,4 82,2 67,7 87,4

Number of training examples – The main reason for the ran-
domized GMM in Section 4.3 is to learn a detector from a few
examples such as from only 28 positive examples of the dollar
bill category in Table 1. In this experiment we investigated the
generality of our method by keeping all parameters fixed, but
using a various number of training examples. The average de-
tection performances are shown in Figure 11 for four Caltech
classes. These results verify that our generative detector suc-
ceeds to learn an object model already from only five positive
examples and the performance steadily improves until approx-
imately 20 examples after which the performance start to satu-
rate for the selected set of landmarks.

Fig. 11: Class detection performance as functions of the number of training
images (average of ten random runs) for the Caltech airplanes, watch, faces and
motorbikes categories.

ImageNet classes – ImageNet classes represent the most diffi-
cult dataset available and even for a few classes there is a clear
drop in the DPM performance. DPM-noneg cannot learn any
more part descriptors well and our method is clearly superior
to the DPM-noneg (Table 2 and Figure 12). In addition to the

plain bounding box detection our method also provides estimate
of the object pose (Figure 13).

Table 2: ImageNet detection results (canonic: pose variance removed).

DPM 90,9 90,7 88,0 90,5 86,8
DPM-noneg 76,4 86,2 24,6 39,0 20,8
Our 81,7 80,2 52,5 59,5 31,4
Our (canonic) 96,3 88,4 71,5 66,8 58,2

Fig. 12: ImageNet precision-recall curves.

Fig. 13: Example ImageNet detections. Our method also provides poses. Yel-
low boxes - groundtruth, red boxes - our detections.

7. Conclusion

In contrast to the mainstream, we investigated the gener-
ative part-based approach for visual class detection and pro-
posed a Gabor feature based framework for learning generative
part-based models from a small number of positive examples.
The framework for which source code is available performed
favourably to the state-of-the-art discriminative method. We
found that the part detection is the most essential stage for suc-
cessful detection and in our future work we will replace the
ad hoc manual part selection with part optimization process to
push generative approaches even further.
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